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MUSEUM VICTORIA
FIELD GUIDES
TO MARINE LIFE
These field guides to marine life enable the amateur
naturalist, beachcomber or environmental scientist to identify
the marine animals most commonly found on the shore or in
shallow waters along the coast of the state of Victoria,
Australia. South-eastern Australia is characterised by a rich
marine fauna, with many species found nowhere else.
Commonly, species found along the Victorian coast also
occur in Tasmania, southern New South Wales, and along the
southern coast of the continent, through South Australia, into
southern Western Australia.
This series aims to cover the common marine animals, and
each book deals with a different group. More species live on
the Victorian shore and in its shallow waters than are included
in each book, and many more inhabit the deeper waters of
Bass Strait and beyond. See Further Information at the end of
this
guide,
and
Museum
Victoria’s
website:
museumvictoria.com.au.
Museum Victoria encourages individuals to explore the
diversity of coastal habitats, but discourages unnecessary
removal of specimens from their natural environment.
Museum scientists are interested in new discoveries, and
unusual findings can be reported to the Discovery Centre at
Museum Victoria, or to Reef Watch Victoria:
info@reefwatchvic.asn.au.
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Reef Watch Victoria is a community-based
monitoring program for Victoria's temperate
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marine
marine

environment. Divers and snorkellers conduct regular surveys
at their favourite Victorian reef sites using the Reef Watch
monitoring kit. For more information, go to:
www.reefwatchvic.asn.au.
The Marine Research Group (MRG) is a branch of the Field
Naturalists Club of Victoria which has had a long and
productive working relationship with Museum Victoria,
actively undertaking research into Victoria’s rich marine life,
and providing curatorial and survey assistance with Museum
Victoria’s extensive marine invertebrate collection. The MRG
meets regularly, welcomes new members, and can be
contacted at: www.fncv.org.au.
A large proportion of the images and information presented in
this guide has resulted from the ‘Under the Lens’ partnership
between Museum Victoria and Parks Victoria. Along with
ports and harbours, Parks Victoria manages marine national
parks and sanctuaries throughout Victoria. For more
information, go to: parkweb.vic.gov.au.
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What are sponges?
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Most people think of sponges as something they use in the
kitchen or bathroom. Although now more commonly made of
synthetic foam, these household objects were historically
made up of the skeletal remains of once-living true sponges.
The term sponge means ‘to squeeze’ but not all sponges are
spongy. In fact they can be soft and slimy, fibrous, prickly,
sandy and crumbly, or ‘as tough as old boots’.
Bathroom sponge.
Lisa Goudie
Sponges are one of the oldest and simplest life forms on
earth. Until the 18th century they were classified as zoophytes
(‘plant-animals’). However, sponges are animals belonging to
a group known as the Phylum Porifera, or literally,
‘pore-bearers’. Sponges are simple, multicellular organisms
made up of different cell types, each with a different function.
Unlike all other animals, however, the cells of sponges are not
arranged or grouped to form tissues or organs. Sponges are
not colonies of individual animals but rather collections of
individual cells, one type of which forms a continuous outer,
skin-like layer. The vast majority of sponges are filter feeders
attached to the sea floor, drawing seawater through their
bodies and with it the food and oxygen they need to survive.
In doing so, they provide an important link between the water
mass and the seafloor. Sponges are united as a group of
animals by the possession of a unique cell type – the
choanocyte or collar cell (see Sponge internal structure).
Choanocytes each have a central flagellum, or
filament, that beats
1
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like a tadpole’s tail, drawing the water in. This current draws
food particles in with it, which are trapped by the surrounding
collar of small hair-like structures called cilia.
Distribution and habitats
Of the thousands of sponge species in the world, the vast
majority are found in marine waters. Only a fraction of these,
approximately 150 species, live in freshwater systems.
Sponges live at all depths of the ocean from intertidal habitats
to depths of up to seven kilometres. Sponges are found from
the warm waters of the tropics, where they are important
reef-building organisms, to the cold oceans at the poles where
glass sponges are a dominant component of the benthic
(bottom-dwelling) fauna.
Choanocyte cells produce the
current flow through sponges.
SEM showing sponge choanocytes.
© CC BY-SA Mark Dayel 2011
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